Established in 1984 as Centre of Excellence in Environment Education (EE) of Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change, Government of India

Affiliated to the Nehru Foundation for Development (NFD)

Around 40 offices in the country with 6 Regional offices, several state and field offices -

- coordinate, monitor and follow up EE programmes
- support core activities of CEE
- develop locale specific programmes and materials
CEE Rajasthan

Environment Education programmes in Rajasthan since 1987 through Sariska Environment Education Programme.

Major thrust areas-

- School programmes
- Education for youth
- Sustainable rural development
- Facilitating NGO’s and community initiative
- Water and sanitation
- Waste management
- Biodiversity conservation and education programmes
- Eco system based programmes
- Interpretation
- Sustainable business and climate change
- Research in ESD
- Communication for sustainable development
Centre for Environment Education

National Green Corps (Eco-club) Programme

- National programme of Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change, Government of India.
- Covers 8250 schools in 33 districts of the Rajasthan.
- CEE supported programme as State resource agency

School Programmes

Training workshops for master trainers and eco-club teacher in-charge

School level facilitation for eco-club activities

Resource material developed for eco-club activities
Activities conducted by Eco-clubs
**Paryavaran Mitra Programme**

- National programme to create a network of young leaders from schools across the country, with the awareness, knowledge, commitment, and potential to meet the challenges of environmental sustainability in their own spheres of influence.
- Programme extends reach to classroom through project base learning.

Capacity Building of teachers for Project base learning
Participatory visioning exercise

Anandshala: whole school approach

Local capacity building

Protective school environment

Child friendly learning environment
Campaigns and Events

'Ethical Framework for a Sustainable World

Kaun Banega Bharat Ka Paryavaran Ambassador

Green wave Campaign 2015

Science Express Climate Action Special
Youth Programmes

Youth and WASH:

- A programme of CEE in collaboration with UNICEF.
- The project aimed to involve the community and youth in efforts to increase awareness of sanitation and hygiene issues.

Internship Programmes for students coming from various disciplines and institutions
Small Grants Programme

- CEE is the National Host Institution for UNDP-GEF Small Grants Programme (SGP)
- Programme seeks to support initiatives, which demonstrate community-based innovative, gender sensitive, participatory approaches and lessons learned from other development projects that lead to reduce threats to the local and global environment.
- CEE guides and supports NGOs for developing and implementing projects
**Ranthambore Eco Development Programme (REDPro)**

- A eco-development programme organised for villages around the Ranthambore National Park.
- Focused on natural resource management
- Training workshop on environment, agriculture and animal husbandry for villagers, development of fuel alternatives etc.
- Issue based camps
- Prakriti Ke Mitra' club in schools
Jal Jeevan Hai Campaign

- A national campaign in association with NABARD on water conservation
- Campaign covered 27 districts of Rajasthan with cascading strategy to cover task in 163 days
- Documentation of learning through district level debriefing sessions
**Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) education programme**

- An awareness programme on personal hygiene and hand washing in schools
- Implemented in 45 schools with support of The Akshay Patra Foundation
- Interactive sessions on personal hygiene and hand washing
- IEC material: poster, monitoring tool, and personal hygiene kit
Swachhagraha

- aims to engage people and involved them in action for ‘Creating a culture of cleanliness
- Engage students through project based learning
- *Interactive resource material*: Poster for school, Activity booklet for students
Onsite training for implementation of healthcare waste management (HCWM):

- In collaboration with Rajasthan Health Systems Development Project and National Rural Health Mission along with World Bank.
- Aim was to bring effectiveness in the implementation of HWCM and provide quality training, to highlight present constraints towards implementation and to suggest the Department of Medicines and Health.
- Training of 759 public health centers across 16 districts
- Development and distribution of resource material: manual, a film on universal precautions and handling mercury spillage and seven videos on how to manage various categories of biomedical waste.
Nature education programmes

- Field visits, nature trails and camps
- Students and youth
- Nature camps at Mt. Abu and Thar desert
- Bio-cultural camp in other states
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Eco System based Campaigns

Desert Environment Education and Awareness Programme

- Maru Paryavaran Jan Chetna evam Sikshan Karyakram’ with Department of Environment
- Involved 3000 schools in 12 desert districts of the state
- Capacity building of 45 master trainers
- Resource material on the theme of deserts and desertification specially developed for the Thar Desert: manual for teachers and eco-club members along with a set of posters were developed

Lakes and Wetlands of Rajasthan

- CEE conceptualized and developed a publication titled ‘Lakes and Wetlands of Rajasthan’ for the Department of Environment, Rajasthan.
- The publication presents a pictorial introduction to nearly 45 water bodies from various agro-climatic zones of Rajasthan.
Interpretation

Jaisamand Wildlife Sanctuary Interpretation Programme

- In collaboration with the Forest Department, Government of Rajasthan
- An exhibition in Hawa Mahal-a palace
- Way side exhibits and hoardings were set up at strategic locations
- Brochure developed as an educational material

Nature Education Park

- in collaboration with Regional institute, Ajmer
- way side hoardings at strategic locations, setting up of thematic gardens and an environment education programme for youth.
Public Consultation on National Mission for a Green India

- A multi stakeholder consultation on Green India Mission was held at Jaipur to facilitate a dialogue on implementations of policies.

- Focus on the operational, financial, and inter-agency cooperation issues related to the proposed mission.

- Initial meetings at their grassroot level and consolidation the comments.

- Concurrent meetings of senior foresters and other officials from key government departments, which were steered by Director General (Forests), MoEFCC.

- Documentation and report on the consultations.
ACCU ESD Photo Message exhibition

- As part of the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (DESD) with the Asia Pacific Cultural Centre for UNESCO

- An exhibition of 80 prize winning photographs with an aims to develop an understanding and respect for different cultures and traditions.

- CEE hosted the Photo message exhibition in India at Ahmedabad, Jaipur and Pune.

- Relevant material for publicity in Hindi for Jaipur.

- Each day of the exhibition hosted one master craftsman who demonstrated traditional skill and shared its history and processes. The visitors tried their hand at making kites and block printing on photography workshop and demonstration of the creation of Jaipur’s famous blue pottery.